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an extensive analysis of the literature on the effects of accounting standards on firms’ financial outcomes is provided by wong ( 2011 ). it is found that,
once relevant accounting practices become widespread, firm-level accounting standards are associated with more uniform reporting practices.

moreover, this effect is generally (but not universally) found to be stronger than the effect of legal and regulatory reporting requirements. a series of
tests shows that the existence of firm-specific accounting standards do not influence reported accounting numbers significantly. this suggests that, in
the current environment of csr reporting standards, accounting practices in accounting numbers are not the major drivers of earnings management.

how to use this service this services is a portal to online information on access to digital bibliographic resources. you may use it to search for and
retrieve information on research and find bibliographic information, as well as to consult various catalogues and registers. the general information
about the service is available from the socserv.sgbsr googlebiblio service page. when using the service please make sure you distinguish between

home pages and server pages, and make sure you are consulting the correct server pages. you may also want to consult the socserv.sgbsr
googlebiblio service guide . consistent with kahan (1996), we found that firms which were involved in the alleged unsafe practices (as opposed to those
firms that were not involved) were under greater litigation threat. this suggests that industry peers and media attention may act as motivating factors

for firms to improve their csr due to fear of being sued.
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